
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

innovative home devices meets med spa results

Were here for you to heal your skinWere here for you to heal your skin

and your confidence in your nakedand your confidence in your naked

skinskin  

  

Introducing the highest quality ofIntroducing the highest quality of

innovative home use med spa likeinnovative home use med spa like

devices that relive acne, preventdevices that relive acne, prevent

visible aging, scaring &visible aging, scaring &

hyperpigmentation.hyperpigmentation.

..

Propagating all skin can be "HeavenPropagating all skin can be "Heaven

Sent Skin" with wellness & skinSent Skin" with wellness & skin

educationeducation

Founded by Carlita Nair
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

- You are pregnant or breastfeeding

- Below conditions are not allow to use:

Heart disease, fever, communicable disease, cancer,

open cuts, acute disease, hypotension, hypertension,

install pacemaker, artificial heart or lung, during

medical treatment, skin disease, sunburned, over

sensitive people, anapetia, or epilepsy 

- Under the age of 16 keep out of reach of children

- On top of piercings and do not use lasers over

tattoos

- Product or power supply is damaged

- Product has been dropped, crushed or clashed

Do not use if....
consult your doctor before use if you have preexisting or chronic

conditions. Our products do not cure medical conditions. our

products do not whiten skin but can help brighten and lighten

pigmentation in reference to whitening.

Spot treat using the device on a
controlled area for at least 48
hours before continued usage
 
Do not use any exfoliant and
LED products while using
retinoid products, wait 24-72
hours wait 1-6 weeks for laser
devices
 
Always wait at least 4-6 weeks
after professional resurfacing
treatments and surgeries to use or
consult your doctor 
 
Keep all devices away from direct
eye contact
 

CLEANING & TIPS
- Clean all devices before use. 

Best cleaning method is to wipe down or soak

waterproof and non electric detachments with 70%

alcohol solution 

- to start devices, charge or plug in before pressing

on

- Store devices in a cool dry place 

- Discontinue any device if bad skin reaction occurs

and return if within 60 days in undamaged original

packaging

- Avoid direct sunlight after skin treatments for at

least 24 hours and ALWAYS USE SPF 
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

EMS (ELECTRICAL MUSCLE STIMULATION

EMS is used to activate the skin cell,

stimulating rejuvenation of collagen, to

improve skin

elasticity, soften wrinkles and leave skin

looking smooth and healthy.

2. MESOPORATION

The origin of Mesoporation comes from the

combination of mesotherapy and

electroporation. Mesotherapy is a system of

transdermal skin delivery in which micro-

needles puncture the skin to allow the

delivery of active ingredients to deeper layers

of

the skin.Electroporation is a non-invasive

electrical treatment which also carries active

ingredients into the dermal layers. Unlike

mesotherapy, mesoporation does not require

needles. Mesoporation works by disturbing the

surface of the skin causing the disturbed cells

to

open temporarily to create tiny moisture

channels or mesopores, which provide for the

transport of high molecular agents into the

skin

3. ELECTROPORATION

Electroporation provides a means to transport

collagen and hyaluronic acid deeper into

the skin. Electroporation provides the means

to achieve higher results with your skin care

products without the need for needles.

4. RADIO FREQUENCY (RF)

Radio Frequency energy uses the tissue's natural

resistance within the various layers of the skin to

transform the RF energy applied to the skin into

thermal energy. RF energies can be used for patients

of all skin types and allows for different depths of

penetration allowing for increased collagen

contraction and production of new collagen.

 

5. LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED) 

LED light is used to provide a painless skin-care

treatment that plumps up skin by boosting collagen

production and treats mild to moderate acne.

LED light works by sending energy-producing

packets of light into the deeper layers of the skin.

LED treatments can minimize fine lines and

wrinkles, treat sun-damage and stretch

marks, and reduce redness after more aggressive

IPL or laser treatments..
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TECH GUIDETECH GUIDE

USING ROLLERS, EMS &  MASSAGERS 



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

When device is plugged in and turned on select

intensity level on screen from 1-5, least to greatest

intensity by selecting power button.

Default mode in manual press flash button for auto

mode.to quit auto hold flash.

Press ice button if not automatically shown

When LCD flashes put window against flat skin,

after one flash move to next area

1.

2.

3.

4.

HOW TO USE ICE IPL 
HAELO SKIN
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Please refer to our color chart for optimal use on

website. Use 1x a week for first 6 treatments then

biweekly for the next 6-10

Repeat treatment for best results every 4-8 weeks

this varies person to person

FREQUENCY
1.

2.

 

BEFORE & AFTER CARE TIPS
Before use…..

- Shave area and optional physical exfoliation 

- do not apply oil or wait until oil or body cream

has full absorbed 

After use….

- Do not expose skin to direct sunlight

- Moisturize immediately

 

DO NOT….
Wax, pluck, within 4 weeks of use
hair follicle must be attached to to

hair cell 
 



After charging and

powering on adjust the

intensity level according to

skin type and personal

preference and select color

1.

2. Move the device slowly

from bottom to top of face

and from inside to out. The

skin may feel warm during

use and this is normal. The

device will automatically

shut off after 10 minutes of

use.

USING LED
WAND 
SKIN REJUVENATION BY HAELO SKIN

 NEED TO KNOW TIPS
Use devices after a freshly washed face

Do not stare directly into light

Use with your favourite serum or sheet mask

Use 3x a week (or more) for incredible results

You will feel a slight tugging sensation.

always pull the skin upwards against gravity

USING LED PHOTON MASK
 connect power control line to mask

color select/ start 

mask has default time of 30 min - this is adjustable

find comfortable position for mask and nodes then adjust head band on head 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Charge the device before using it at the

first time. When connecting the

1.

Micro-USB cable , the red light on indicating

that the device is in charging. When the

indicator light goes off, 

charging time is about 1.5 hours.

2. After cleansing skin, apply on skin care

products. You can adjust the

current strength according to your own

conditions. There are 3 modes( L, M, H) which

is from low to high.

3. Switch operation

ON/OFF and Ultrasonic Switch: Turn on the

device

EMS switch: Turn on EMS function.

ULTRASONIC DERMA
PEN
HAELO SKIN

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H
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CLEANSING: Grip the device with silicone cover

on the skin scrubber.

Clean the face skin by ultrasonic vibration and

touches on the cover.

(2)Skin cleansing: Remove silicone cover and

turn on the device(default

cleaning mode). And then put the ultrasonic skin

scrubber at 45 degree

against skin , pushing it upward. Please adjust

the mode according to your

skin situation.

 

Press the switch twice to shift to “Nutrition”

mode. Putting the skin scrubber on the skin to

massge your face. Please use with skin cream

which can lead in nutrition to get better

absorption function.

FUNCTIONS & TIPS
This device is made for higher absorption of skin

product in your skin, collagen production, facial

shaping, cleansing and pore clearing

Do not use on skin injuries, under water, if damaged or

if abnormally hot 

apply serum or cream before use



TREATMENT
THEORY
Ultrasonic function for slimming,
burn fat, skin rejuvenation You can
use EMS slimming massager to your
arms, legs, stomach, hips, breast,
even your face. Suitable for daily life
skin care or postpartum repair, and
an absolute must for post
liposuction, and post tummy tuck.5
in 1 technology sliming massager
uses multifunctional high-
technology. Such as EMS, positive
Ion, negative Ion,  red color, etc.EMS
sliming not only can it reduce the
wrinkle, firm your skin better, deep-
nourishing for nutrition to make
your skin better but also keep your
body line easily.

1.Ultrasonic has three main
functions,It can change the capacity
and movement of every cell with
precise massage function which is
named as cells massage.

2.It can stimulate and adjust the
cytomembrane, increase the
permeability of epidermis, its
thermal, physical and chemical
effects can rise the temperature in
deep skin by 0.5-1°C, promote skin
to absorb essences, accelerate
metabolism and reinforce the
regenerative course of tissue.

3.Ultrasonic can also decompose
waste surrounding fat, consume
energy, repair lymph and capillary
vessels with weight

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SHAPING
YOUR BODY LINE:
 Step 1: Clean your skin before application   

 Step 2: It is better to do on the parts that need
slimming. It is better to do on acupuncture point.

 Step 3: Spread you fav (skin tightening works
best) serum or cream

Step 4: Massage your skin with ultrasonic wave
and far infrared (details please refer to
instructions) until the body shaping product is
totally absorbed (details please refer to
instruction). This step encourages the absorption
of body shaping product whilst stimulates the
skin's circulation and metabolism, makes your
skin even tighter!

REFER TO PAGE 2 TECH GUIDE FOR
DEVICE INFORMATION AND
MASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS

2021 CATALOG PAGE 6

BODY SCULPTBODY SCULPT

TIP: this works best used 3x a week or more 

with a balanced lifestyle you can't go wrong!



PORE BRUSH
easy as 1-2-3 just charge and turn

on and use with your fav cleanser 

TIP: this is great for cleaning off
makeup and cleaning make up
brushes!

PORE VACUUM

After warming skin with hot
compress select light and pressure,
end with cold surface and red light

Gently with no pressure glide
vacuum over skin surface do not
hold in place for more than 5
seconds

Strong but gentle. Use after cleansing,
great if you suffer from acne scars or
active bacterial acne. 

Blue LED lights work to kill bacteria 

Red LED work to stimulate cellular turn-
over and inflammation

2021 CATALOG PAGE  7

Easy to use after cleansing skin, 
use hot compress on back of device,  

select light and gear and the cold
press. 

TIP:
Follow up with an additional cleanse
 as a bonus to yourself and use fav

serum.
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Lymph, the fluid that travels via the lymphatic

system, contains oxygen, glucose, amino acids, and

other vital nutrients, giving life to every cell in our

body. It also carries away toxins and impurities,

making the lymphatic system vital to our immune

system and overall health.

The benefits are weight loss, detoxification, boosted

immunity and overall health. The lymphatic system

relies on muscle contraction, diet, exercise, and

physical manipulation to function normally. Unlike

the circulatory system, your lymphatic system

doesn’t have its own pump. That’s where lymphatic

massage comes in.

When using Haelo Skin massages and roller it is

best practice to always roll towards lymph nodes

cited above.

BENEFITS OF ROLLING &
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
HAELO SKIN

MANY OF OUR HOW-
TO'S AND TIPS ARE
INTERCHANGABLE.
WE ARE CONSTANTLY
UPDATING OUR SITE AND
TECHNOLOGY TO
INCLUDE THE BEST
DEVICES. 

IF SOMETHING IS NOT
INCLUDED IN YOUR
PHYSICAL MANUAL OR
HERE WE WOULD LIKE
TO KNOW. PLEASE
EMAIL US AT
INFO@HAELOSKIN.COM

ALL PRODUCTS ARE
BACKED WITH
WARRANTY AND A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. FOLLOW
OUR SOCIAL FOR MORE
TIPS!

@HAELOSKIN

FINALFINAL  
TIPSTIPS

http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin
http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin
http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin
http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin
http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin
http://www.instagram.com/haeloskin

